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Note the day of the week,
date, and time for our next
fossil club meeting.
Zoom Meeting: Monday,
September 13th, 2021. Dr.
Bruce MacFadden from
the Florida Museum of
Natural History will speak at
7:30 pm. Club meeting at 7
pm. Zoom invitation to
follow via email.

Long-time CMM Fossil Club member Pam Platt recently donated most
of her fossil collection to us. This donation included thousands of
specimens from across the United States. The bulk of the material was
collected by Pam along Calvert Cliffs, with smaller collections from
other famous fossil localities like Lee Creek, North Carolina. Her
generous donations will be added to our research collection and utilized
in our education programs.
We sincerely appreciate the thousands of hours that both Pam and
Bob Platt spent volunteering at the museum! Pam prepared many of our
finest fossil dolphin skulls…she is an exceptional preparator! Their
impact on, and contributions to the Department of Paleontology will be
felt for many generations to come.
This picture of Pam holding a scrapper was taken at the HF bar
ranch in Saddlestring, Wyoming. The field of paleontology relies heavily
on contributions from the public. Most of my (i.e., Stephen Godfrey)
research publications have focused on donated fossils. By donating your
discoveries to a museum, your name will forever be associated with the
specimen as the collector.
Photographer unknown. Text by Victor Perez and Stephen
Godfrey. ☼
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President’s Column
Greetings Club Members!
The next CMMFC meeting will be held on a
Monday evening, September 13th, beginning at 7pm.
Stephen has yet again arranged an excellent speaker
for us so please add this time to your calendar and try
to attend. We had several dozen zoom attendees at the
last meeting so hopefully we can continue this higher
level of participation.
Our September speaker will be Dr. Bruce
MacFadden and I’m always happy to see what news
we hear from Florida. I hope this collaboration
between our museums leads to additional research
and maybe even field trips.
There is a chance that we may have this
meeting and the remaining 2021 meeting be a livezoom hybrid so maybe we can get something positive
out of this Covid mess and have our meetings reach a
wider audience going forward.
Our unofficial trip to Stratford Hall in April
went well even though conditions were not optimal.
Stay tuned for an October 2021 return date and future
dates for 2022.
Now a few public service announcements:
Please be safe while hunting. There have been
many falls on some highly visited beaches this Spring
so always remember to be aware of your surroundings
and stay safe.
Please be respectful to other collectors both
when in the field and when online. Everyone is
stressed now so take the time to be kind.
Please consider when out collecting to pick up
some trash and leave the beach cleaner than when you
found it.
Have a safe summer and happy hunting!
Submitted by Paul R. Murdoch Jr. ☼

Large Meg Tooth found in
South Carolina
https://www.yahoo.com/news/monster-prehistoricshark-tooth-found-205230838.html
Submitted by Sue Houghton. ☼

Sharks! Sink Your
Teeth In!
Get ready to travel back in time, as
we explore the fossil record of
sharks, rays, and chimaera found
along the world-famous Calvert
Cliffs. This new exhibit, opening on
July 1st, will showcase the diversity
of cartilaginous fish that inhabited
Calvert County ~20 to 7 million
years ago. During that time, known
as the Miocene epoch, Calvert
County was submerged in a shallow
marine environment, in which
sharks thrived…
Submitted by Dr. Victor Perez. ☼

Shark Teeth from
Archaeological Sites
While I was researching shark teeth from
archaeological sites, I found this recent paper that did
experiments on microwear of modern shark teeth
based on different uses (e.g., projectile points, cutting
tools, puncture tools, etc.). There are some cool
videos at the end of the paper showing their
experiments.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2
352409X20305241?casa_token=th1Kun09Z_EAAA
AA:E989UIHmPdka33GcJ8uVAbBpNPCIjpeiAVfQ
gJu2SULeCTBaMMCtWbspp1FdeKSZOZMrpDMbzY
Submitted by Dr. Victor Perez. ☼
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Monster Squalodon Tooth Found

Cory Deltrove (Natural History Society of Maryland)
found these fossil fish otoliths (upper image) and
array of Ecphora shells on a field trip hosted by CMM
Assistant Curator of Paleontology Dr. Victor Perez.
Photos submitted by Cory Deltrove. ☼
CMM Paleo Department volunteer, Bill Prochownik
found this Squalodon tooth along the Patuxent River
that preserves the largest roots of any Squalodon
tooth that I have ever seen! I assume that is belongs
to the largest local Miocene squalodontid, Squalodon
whitmorei, but all bets are off. Photo by S. Godfrey.
☼

Finds at Driftwood Beach

CMMFC Vice-President
Grenda Dennis on Plastic Netting
Last year the Home Owners Association in my
community renovated the retention pond, since it was
not properly installed by the developer. The
Contractor cleaned it out, seeded it and added coconut
straw which was covered by plastic netting. In the
past few weeks it has entrapped and killed a number
of turtles. A few days ago another woman and I freed
a large snapping turtle. Yesterday I walked on the
beach to do my daily trash pick-up, discovering
someone or some animal had placed or pulled some
netting and straw and left it a foot and a half from the
water. I photographed it and placed it in my trash bag.
I have the Maryland Sierra Club and Terrapin
Institute looking into this matter. The Terrapin
Institute leader, who also works for the Chesapeake
Bay Trust, said that not only are turtles being
adversely affected, but also herons, other birds, and
snakes have been entrapped in these nets. 
Text submitted by Grenda Dennis. ☼
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Paleo Art Web Page

Art by Mostfa Mohamed; Paleo plastic surgeon.
https://mostfamohamedpaleoplasticien.com/en/index
.html ☼

Fossil and Modern Great White
Shark Teeth
Donated to CMM

☼

Petrified Wood along
Calvert Cliffs

A documentary-film producer donated these three
white shark teeth to our permanent collection. The
upper two are fossil great whites and the lower one is
from a modern juvenile great white. She found them
in Guerrero Negro, Baja California Sur, Mexico in
March 2018. Photos by S. Godfrey.

The vast majority of the plant material found along
Calvert Cliffs consists of carbonized pieces of wood.
However, very rarely, mineralized sections or wood
are found like the root or branch shown here. It was
found by George Oliver. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
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Dr. Perez Interviewed by
Curiosity Stream

25 Years of Collecting
Palaeocarcharodon

The Palaeocarcharodon teeth in this Riker mount
represent 25 years of collecting effort by Daryl
Serafin from along the Potomac River. That’s only
about 7 teeth/year. Incredible staying power pays off
with a beautiful collection!

CMM Assistant Curator of Paleontology, Dr. Victor
Perez was interviewed by Curiosity Stream for their
documentary on megalodon. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Close-up view of some of Daryl’s Palaeocarcharodon
teeth. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Arctic Walrus Floats to Co. Kerry
Coast aboard an Iceberg
https://www.newser.com/story/303941/lost-walrus-hasnow-been-spotted-in-wales.html

Submitted by Yasemin Tulu. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Love Megalodon

T-Shirts now available from the Calvert Marine
Museum Store. The fabulous new paleo shirt is here!
We haven’t had a custom shirt for paleo in a very long
time and this one – thank you Paleo Collections
Manager John Nance – is fabulous! Two garment
washed colors….size small to XX Large, $19.99. It’s
going to be popular….we’ve already sold two right
out of the box!
Photo and text submitted by Maureen Baughman. ☼

Ammonites from Texas

Since we are short on local significant fossils to prep,
CMM Fossil Prep Lab volunteer, Mike Ellwood has
started working on Cretaceous material he picked up
in Texas (the ammonite Mortoniceras sp. from a
private ranch North of Dallas). A whole new skill set
using a small hammer and nail as prep tools! The
second two pictures are of the same specimen after
less the 15 minutes of work, gratifying! Text and
photos submitted by Mike Ellwood. ☼

Chondrichthyan Tree of Life
https://sharksrays.org/
Submitted by Dr. Victor Perez. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Useful Geological Terms/Concepts

What is a lag deposit?

What is an unconformity?

A lag deposit is the deposition of material
winnowed by physical action. Aeolian (wind)
processes, fluvial (flowing water) processes, and tidal
processes can remove the finer portion of a
sedimentary deposit leaving the coarser material
behind (Wikipedia). Fossils tend to be concentrated in
a lag deposit.
There are a number of lag deposits along
Calvert Cliffs. ☼

Unconformities represent periods of nondeposition of sediment or active erosion of strata.
They help us appreciate that the geological record in
any one location is NOT complete but contains gaps.
Unconformities may represent important periods of
activity in Earth history such as mountain building
events where strata are being actively uplifted and
eroded.

Sperm Whales in 19th Century
Shared Ship Attack Information
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/mar
/17/sperm-whales-in-19th-century-shared-shipattack-information?utm_source=pocket-newtab
Submitted by Yasemin Tulu. ☼

Chubutensis Found along the
Potomac River
Schematic of selected types of unconformity.
Several types of unconformity are recognized (refer
to figure above):
 Disconformity: exists where the layers above
and below an erosional boundary have the
same orientation
 Nonconformity: develops where sediments
are deposited on top of an eroded surface of
igneous or metamorphic rocks
 Paraconformity: strata on either side of the
unconformity are parallel, there is little
apparent erosion
 Angular unconformity: strata is deposited on
tilted and eroded layers
Taken directly from:
https://www.eoas.ubc.ca/courses/eosc326/resources/
Stratigraphy/unconformities-v2.htm

CMMFC member Johnny Parfomak found his first
really big megatooth shark tooth recently on the
Potomac River just above Pope's Creek (MD). Text
and photo submitted by Paul Parfomak. ☼

There are a number of disconformities along Calvert
Cliffs.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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CMM Fossil Club Meeting
Minutes
February 22, 2021
Grenda Dennis presiding.
1. Minutes passed
2. Dues reminder
3. Christa Conant’s treasurer and membership
report:
Balance $6038.55
14 life members
About 46 paid (Paypal problems)
20 paid last year are still current
4. Bob Ertman (field trips) had previously
scheduled engagement
5. Stephen Godfrey’s CMM Department of
Paleontology report:
a. Calvert Cliffs volume 2 continues, with
some chapters reviewed and revised, or
being revised. Delays on other chapter
due to covid restrictions on visiting
collections and death of a coauthor
(Storrs Olson, fossil birds)
b. Research on a new species of fossil
dolphin, a skull vertex found by Ron
Ison in the Meherrin River. Coauthor
Donald Morgan doing phylogenetic
analysis
c. Fossil seed from Calvert Cliffs with gnaw
marks by rodent found by Taylor
Swanson. Don’t know what type of plant
as yet
d. Victor Perez is submitting his
dissertation for publication and a paper
on the size of Megalodon
6. Becky Hyne, whom some club members
may remember as an escort at Lee Creek
Mine, died recently.
7. Election: Grenda Dennis will continue as
vice president, but will step down when she
leaves the area in the near future. Rest of
other officers will continue
8. Field trips:
a. Stratford Hall: Possible April trip. New
policy may require individuals to pay fee
b. Driftwood Beach: Feb 27

9. New business:
a. Bill Moher suggested, and offered
donation of books for, library at CMM
for use of amateur fossil collectors.
Further discussion needed. Space
concerns; CMM research library may
already be accessible for amateur use
b. Dead humpback whale washed up on
Assateague, and Stephen Godfrey has
been invited to participate on necropsy,
but whale washed off on high tide
10. Lecture by Victor Perez about fossil sharks
of Florida. Included update on exhibit in
progress at CMM
11. 26 participants during this Zoom meeting

CMM Fossil Club Meeting
Minutes
April 19, 2021
1. Treasurer’s report (Christa Conant)
Balance $6303.
Debit Paypal fee
68 paid members, but 8 are not CMM members,
which needs to be resolved
2. Recent Stratford Hall, Virginia field trip
successful, longer area on beach open to
collecting than previously; 20-40 teeth found
Future trip here planned
3. Upcoming Odessa, Delaware petrified wood
field trip on May 1. Joan Wolf reported that
collecting should be good; more gullies
present. Projectile points have been found
there recently.
4. Stephen Godfrey’s report on CMM
Paleontology Department:
a. Pam Platt donated her collection, which
has good data.
b. Calvert Cliffs vertebrate book updates:
Upcoming poster presentation about
gomphotheres (one of chapters of volume)
planned for Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
meeting in November 2021.
c. Research project on squalodonts by
Mark Uhen’s (George Mason
University) student Margot Nelson.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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d. Video produced about CMM fossil
preparation laboratory
5. Smithsonian Institution still not open
6. Victor Perez update on shark exhibit at
CMM
Will open just before Sharkfest in July 2021
Modern shark jaws and composite dentitions of
fossil sharks complete
Text and layout complete
7. Ralph Eshelman
a. Aquia Formation (Paleocene) crocodile
donated by George Fonger
b. George Fonger collecting matrix samples
Cretaceous through Pliocene to screen
wash for bony fish otoliths.
8. There was discussion of making a
contribution to the CMM general scholarship
fund because there were no paleontology
interns for the CMMFC scholarships. There
is hope, however, of one or two paleontology
interns, and one six-week internship has been
confirmed.
9. Lecture by Hali Kilbourne of Chesapeake
Biological Laboratory followed business
meeting; topic local sea level rise.
Both submitted by Dave Bohaska. ☼

Early Hemipristis

The above teeth are from an undescribed outcrop of
the Old Church Formation in Virginia. The first is a
juvenile Hemipristis
serra (per
Cicimurri
&
Knight, 2009). The second is an early form of H. serra
(per Muller, 1999).
I had previously held that it may be a Galeorhinus,
but had forgotten that they always have a lingual
bulge over the root (not present in this tooth).
References:
Cicimurri, D. J., & Knight, J. L. (2009). Late
Oligocene sharks and rays from the Chandler
Bridge Formation, Dorchester County, South
Carolina, USA. Acta Palaeontologica Polonica,
54(4), 627-648.
Müller, A. (1999). Ichthyofaunen aus dem
atlantischen Tertiär der USA. Institut für
Geophysik und Geologie.
Text and photos submitted by Aaron Alford. ☼

Comment by Dr. Victor Perez: The Oligocene
species was called Hemipristis wyattdurhami, but it
was synonymized with the Eocene species
Hemipristis curvatus. The first image is H. curvatus,
but the second image looks more like Paragaleus
(which is also in the Family Hemigaleidae). ☼
Saturday, July 10th, 2021 SHARKFEST at CMM.
☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Otoliths Galore

High Water Line

Notice how the lower horizontal line of the ice marks
the high water (high tide) line at this site along the
Potomac River. Photo taken at low tide by S. Godfrey.
☼

Burrows from Prince Georges
County, Maryland

CMMFC member Flo Strean found, collected, and
donated this complex burrow and others like it, to our
permanent collection. She found them in a small creek
in the southwest corner of Prince Georges County
near Rosecroft Raceway. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Archived Talk by Dr. Victor Perez
CMM Paleo Department dive expert, Aaron Alford
screened these fish otoliths (inner ear bones) from the
lower Miocene Old Church Formation in Virginia. ☼

If you missed Dr. Perez’s presentation on
fossil sharks from Florida…view his PowerPoint
slides here:
https://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/DocumentC
enter/View/3871/VictorPerez-CMMFC-Talk_Feb2021-SM
Submitted by Rachel Reese. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Fossils at the CMM
Maritime Festival

Once again, thanks to Mike and Kathy Ellwood, the
CMMFC was beautifully represented at the May 1st
Maritime Festival. They were displaying all things
maritime as you can see from the following three
photos.

Photos submitted by Mike Ellwood. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Upcoming Exhibit on Fossil and
Modern Sharks

Junior Lavallee found this tiny Carcharodon hastalis
tooth in his favorite (and private) creek. It appears to
have developed incipient serrations. Unserrated teeth
of C. hastalis are expected along Calvert Cliffs. C.
hastalis is one of the ancestors to the living great
white shark. Photo submitted by Junior Lavallee. ☼
Saturday, July 10th, 2021 SHARKFEST at CMM.
☼

Fossil Brittle Stars from along
Calvert Cliffs
Long-time CMM volunteers Tommy and Sandy
Younger next to the mounted jaws of the Miocene
shark Carcharodon hastalis. This is just one of the
many shark-jaw mounts that Tommy fashioned for our
upcoming exhibit on fossil and modern sharks
entitled: Sharks! Sink your Teeth In! Many thanks
Tommy! Photo by Carey Cane. ☼

Tiny Carcharodon hastalis
Appears Serrated
This fossil brittle star (Ophiura marylandica) was
recently found along the Calvert Cliffs. Brittle stars
are echinoderms, closely related to sea stars, and are
relatively rare along Calvert Cliffs. Their skeletons
are composed tiny plates that easily disarticulate,
making them challenging to preserve.
This species, Ophiura marylandica, was first
described by Charles Berry in 1934. Since then, more
than 100 specimens have been recovered from the
cliffs. With these new specimens and improved
analytical equipment, this species is due for an
updated description.
Researchers from the Calvert Marine Museum
and the Smithsonian are currently collaborating to
re-describe this species in greater detail!
Text and photo submitted by Victor Perez. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Wire Fence Deeply Imbedded in
American Beech Tree

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Note the day of the week, date, and time for our
next two fossil club meetings.
Saturday, July 10th, 2021 SHARKFEST at CMM,
10-5. CMMFC members are invited to help. Please
contact Stephen Godfrey
Stephen.Godfrey@calvertcountymd.gov
if you are interested.

Zoom Meeting: Monday, September 13th, 2021.
Dr. Bruce MacFadden (above) from the Florida
Museum of Natural History in Gainesville, Florida,
will deliver a public lecture via Zoom. Club meeting
at 7 pm, lecture to begin at 7:30 pm.
Recently, while out along the Patuxent River with
Walt Johns, I spotted this wire fence deeply imbedded
into the trunk of an American beech tree (Fagus
grandifolia). From the size of the tree and its apparent
good health, fortunately the wire (other than marking
the trunk) seems to have gone “unnoticed” by the
large tree. Text and photo submitted by S. Godfrey. ☼

Zoom Meeting: Monday, November 15th, 2021. Dr.
Emily Willoughby from the University of Minnesota
will speak on the art of dinosaur-bird evolution. Emily
is a behavior genetics postdoctoral researcher and
scientific illustrator. University of Minnesota, Twin
Cities.
February 2022. Dr. Dale Greenwalt, Blood in the
Fossil Record… ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Christa
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Bohaska
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Stephen
Godfrey
Fall Trip
Robert
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Email

christa101@comcast.net
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. The Editor welcomes
contributions for possible inclusion in the
newsletter from any source. Submit articles, news
reports of interest to club members, field trip
reports, and/or noteworthy discoveries. All
opinions expressed in the newsletter are strictly those
of the authors and do not reflect the views of the club
or the museum as a whole. Copyright on items or
articles published in The Ecphora is held by
originating authors and may only be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the author(s)
of any article contained within.
Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Stephen.Godfrey@calvertcountymd.gov

Many thanks to Mike Ellwood and Dr. Victor Perez
for proofreading this edition.
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